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About This Game

Saddle up and defend the town of Willow Creek from nefarious outlaws and city slickers! It all starts when a rancher's daughter
goes missing, and it ends at the showdown at Willow Creek, where greed, lust, science and Mother Nature will face off at high

noon.

Showdown at Willow Creek is an interactive western mystery novel where your choices control the story. The game is entirely
text-based--without graphics or sound effects--but powered by the vast, unstoppable power of your imagination.

Gamble, seduce, brawl, or shoot your way through Willow Creek, where gunslingers make the laws, and everybody has secrets.
Will you romance the gambler or the soiled dove (or both)? Will you side with the scientists bringing electricity to the Old West,
or with a tribe of native American Utes? Will you unravel the conspiracy that threatens to tear the town apart, or will you light

the fuse to blow it all sky high?
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I don't know, it's decent but a lot of people will not like these type of games... well atleast on pc. On DS and other type of
consoles these games tend to be ok for example pokemon is similar and i played that so much for fun and competitively.
Yea check it out if your bored i guess. 6\/10. I have absolutely no idea how a person plays this game. you create the island and
what?. I only played the game for around 10 min and oh boy it’s fun. Hosting servers is easy, the game is simple, but also
complex at the same time. +rep. If only all skin packs could be priced like this, at a dollar or less. I personally enjoy the look of
the God's Eye Mastiff.. I found this to be a cool little game.. This is a 3D puzzler built with the Unreal engine which should give
it a solid chance, but the controls are sluggish and the puzzles aren't really very fun or interesting to try solve.

At least it's not 2D retro pixel.. Not your average procedurally-generated rhythm game.

Best way to play is to set difficulty to none and fly around the trippy lightshow visualizer spacescape, maybe shooting at the sun
sometimes for flashy effects.
Or you can actually do what the game tells you and shoot the "robot nazis". That's fun too.

Drugs highly recommended when playing.. Just as a warning: this is a runner, not a platformer.

It's actually a pretty nice runner, but a runner nonetheless, and you won't find this information by reading the game's description
(that actually gives you the idea that this is a traditional platformer, which it's not).

Buy it if you find it heavily discounted. Otherwise just go play some free runners on your phone.
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"Game" is not fun or funny. Only finished because I'm an achievement fiend. Humor just comes off as rude, and the biggest
hipsters in America are probably the ones that make an awful "game" like this because they are completely out of touch which is
clearly displayed. Comes off racist as well. I wonder who voiced the elderly Asians?. Very nice drawings, good story and music
Good visual novel. Don't do it. Just dont, If you have ever played Wildlife Park 1 or 2 or even haven't played them,
!!!!!!!!!!!!!DO NOT BUY THIS GAME!!!!!!!!!!
The controles are SO hard to understand, And hard to see. They are like white with white writing. The graphics are good but....
its just to, idk kidish for me.. Like no depth or something. Plus the fact that you get seriously.... 5 animals. I don't understand
how to buy anymore the controls are that bad. I'm sure going through the missions and stuff It will tell you but I mean come one
who wants to do missions for the next week to understand what any of the controls mean. If you haven't played any of the
wildlife Park 1 or 2 and your looking for something like zoo tycoon or anything go with Wildlife Park 2, you will love it. Its a
great game. The graphics might not be the greatest but they are not terrible or hard to see or anything. I highly recomend
Wildlife Park 2... Don't buy this garbage.. what a game this is. forget fifa, world of soccer is the way to go. from insane ui to
great passing play, world of soccer will not dissapoint!

. In another year OCTAHEDRON could have been my game of the year. This year, it's an excellent game that just didn't
connect with me as much as I had hoped. Don't get me wrong though, I still really enjoyed it and effectively 100%'d it. The
gameplay is incredibly solid and varied, and if you're looking for a challenging platformer with a well explored gimmick, this is
an excellent choice. That said, from the trailers I expected to be more engaged with the art style and the music. Unfortunately,
they never really worked for me on the level I had hoped for, save for one segment. Again, it's still an excellent game. I highly
recommend it!. Really enjoying the game so far! Great art style and sounds. Ill probably make an indepth review soon.. Super
interesting game. I personally haven't played anything like it before. Sort of reminds me of games like FTL our Stellaris where
you have to play it 4-5 times before you can even reach a point where you feel in control of the game. The first few
playthroughs were frustrating but in a fun way. I would get mad at the game and instantly hit new game thinking "alright, I see
what you did. I'll get you this time Japan!"

If you are into strategy games this is worth picking up.. Very interesting 2-D puzzle game. I really liked the art style, the shifting
backgrounds and 6 different chapters were each unique. Some of the puzzles were pretty challenging. I might have cheated once
or twice and looked at a walkthrough. Oops!. like wargames? you will probably like this.

kind of plays like combat mission, close combat, and x-com in a blender. deep gameplay, you wouldn't guess by looking at it.
random map generator is great.

only negative is i wish the multiplayer had the option of staying in game inbetween turns so you don't have to go in and out of
the battle to make your next move. other than that the game is fantastic
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